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The next issue of JNCHC (deadline: March 1, 2011) invites research essays on any topic
of interest to the honors community.
The issue will also include a Forum focused on the theme “Honors Study Abroad.” We
invite essays of roughly a thousand words that consider this theme in the context of your
campus and/or a national context.
The lead essay for the Forum (available on the NCHC website) is by Carolyn Haynes,
Director of the Miami University (Ohio) Honors Program. Her essay presents both the
benefits and potential drawbacks of study abroad, including suggestions for enhancing the
benefits and limiting the drawbacks. Contributions to the Forum may—but need not—
respond to her essay or the issues she addresses.
Questions to consider might include: What differentiates honors study abroad from other
study abroad programs? What strategies succeed in making honors students effective
ambassadors rather than ugly Americans? What are—or should be—the goals of honors
study abroad? Should honors students be required to learn the language before studying
in a non-English-speaking country? Do honors study abroad programs discriminate
against students who cannot afford the expense? What should be the essential components
of an honors study abroad program? What are the benefits and liabilities of programs that
require home residence? Should teachers ideally be from the student’s home institution or
from the country being visited? Is the whole study abroad movement just another fad in
U.S. higher education?
Forum essays should focus on ideas, concepts, and/or opinions related to “Honors Study
Abroad.” Examples from one’s own campus can be and usually are relevant, but essays
should not simply be descriptions of “what we do at our institution.”
Please send all submissions to Ada Long at adalong@uab.edu.
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
We accept material by e-mail attachment. We do not accept material by fax or hard copy.
The documentation style can be whatever is appropriate to the author’s primary discipline
or approach (MLA, APA, etc.), but please avoid footnotes. Internal citation to a list of ref-
erences (bibliography) is strongly preferred, and the editor will revise all internal citations
in accordance with MLA guidelines.
There are no minimum or maximum length requirements; the length should be dictated by
the topic and its most effective presentation.
Accepted essays are edited for grammatical and typographical errors and for infelicities
of style or presentation. Authors have ample opportunity to review and approve edited
manuscripts before publication.
Submissions and inquiries should be directed to Ada Long at adalong@uab.edu or, if nec-
essary, 850.927.3776. 
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7DEDICATION
CHARLES (JACK) DUDLEY
As this issue of JNCHC goes to press, Jack Dudley is beginning the fifty-third fall semester of his academic career (from freshman through hon-
ors director to retired part-time instructor) and is at least a contender for the
NCHC record. Having earned his bachelor’s degree at the University of
Georgia and Ph.D. from the University of Oregon, Jack started his teaching
career back at his alma mater before joining the faculty of Virginia Tech
University in the Department of Sociology. He was appointed Director of the
Virginia Tech Honors Program in 1990, a position he retained until his recent
retirement—but not retirement from teaching. During that time he built the
VT program into a complex and highly successful honors adventure for its
students, increasing the number of graduates from six in 1990 to 146 in 2008,
accruing a substantial endowment for the program, and instituting residential
honors communities. His students have won numerous and wide-ranging
national fellowships such as the Marshall and Rhodes, and Jack has picked
up his own share of impressive awards for the quality of his teaching. His
classes and research interests have included the theory of motion in social
systems, the sociology of family, and political sociology. He has also pro-
duced four films and served as consultant or co-director for numerous the-
atrical productions.
Those of us in the NCHC know Jack best for the consulting services he
provides throughout our annual conferences—not as much the formal con-
sulting that takes place in conference rooms but the kind that takes place in
the lobbies and lounges and local hang-outs. Every time I see Jack—and I see
him frequently—he is sitting down with a new honors director and sharing
his considerable wisdom.
Jack’s wisdom was invaluable during and after the horrible events at
Virginia Tech on Monday, April 16, 2007. The essay he published in the
FALL/WINTER 2010
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summer/spring 2007 issue of JNCHC and the lead essay that we have the
privilege of publishing in this issue’s Forum on “Helping Honors Students in
Trouble” are testimony to the intelligence and compassion he has contributed
to honors at the institutional, regional, and national levels for the past two
decades.
9Editor’s Introduction
ADA LONG
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM
As the terrible news came across our screens on April 16, 2007, honorsadministrators across the country thought with sympathy and horror of
Charles (Jack) Dudley and his students in the Virginia Tech University
Honors Program. Eventually we learned that our worries were sadly justified
and that three of Jack’s honors students had been killed, one had been wound-
ed, and all had been traumatized. Our thoughts and messages flowed toward
Jack on that day and the days following as we all felt sorrow for him and his
students and at the same time felt the terrifying possibility that we might find
ourselves in a similar position some day.
Since that terrible day, major traumas have, alas, occurred on other cam-
puses, but most of us have only had to imagine how we would react and how
we might help our students. At the same time, honors teachers and adminis-
trators try every day to find ways to help troubled students in different kinds
of crises both large and small. The troubles typically do not attract national
attention and may not seem dire to anyone other than the honors students suf-
fering them, but the troubles are nonetheless urgent to the students, who often
bring their problems—or, worse, do not bring them—to the honors staff, fac-
ulty, directors, deans, and advisors who might be able to help.
We all know that no easy formulas exist to guide us when a crisis occurs
or when distressed students show up at our office door, but this issue’s Forum
on “Helping Honors Students in Trouble” provides a variety of insights, per-
spectives, and advice that might help us help our students. The one dominant
theme throughout the essays is the importance of open and respectful com-
munication, a theme that begins in the lead essay.
The Forum begins with “Managing Trouble in Troubled Times: A
Responsibility of Honors,” an essay by Charles (Jack) Dudley, to whom this
issue of JNCHC is dedicated. Having suffered the terrible catastrophe of the
Virginia Tech massacre, Dudley suggests and also models the kind of civil
discourse that can possibly help prevent serious troubles for our students and,
if not, can help address these troubles. He suggests a calm, rational collegial-
ity wherein students and faculty respect and help each other as responsible
adults. Dudley provides wisdom for helping students not only in major crises
but in all troubles great and small.
FALL/WINTER 2010
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In “Crisis in the Wilderness,” Joan Digby, of the C. W. Post Campus,
Long Island University, provides a fine example of the kind of collegiality
that Dudley has suggested. She recounts a potentially dire event that occurred
during a Partners in the Parks adventure at Denali National Park in Alaska
this past summer. A student became gravely ill, but, because of thorough
preparation for possible emergencies as well as generous attention from a
park ranger, catastrophe was averted. Digby’s first principle for crisis man-
agement echoes Dudley’s and foreshadows the advice of several of the essays
that follow: make students comfortable with sharing their problems.
Like Digby, Angela M. Salas, in “Helping Honors Students in Trouble,”
makes the crucial points that we can only help our students if we know what
their troubles are and that students often do not tell us or want us to know.
She describes her use of the Noel-Levitz inventories and follow-up discus-
sions at Indiana University Southeast to help students open up about prob-
lems that are disrupting their studies and their lives. She provides examples,
sure to resonate with many among us, of problems she has discovered and of
ways she was able to help students solve them.
Salas has pointed out that students typically keep their troubles secret,
and in the next essay—“’Help, I Need Somebody’: Rethinking How We
Conceptualize Honors”—Richard Badenhausen of Westminster College in
Utah discusses why honors students are so secretive and so reluctant to seek
help. After identifying specific reasons that honors students feel especially
hesitant to open up about their problems, Badenhausen provides useful and
insightful suggestions for honors administrators and teachers in their efforts
to discover these problems and solve them. The solutions suggested by both
Badenhausen and Salas merit careful consideration by all readers of JNCHC.
In keeping with the major themes of the previous four essays, Margaret
Walsh emphasizes the importance of listening to students and respecting their
opinions. In “Listening Lessons,” Walsh builds on advice that her current
honors students at Keene State College have offered to incoming students in
order to suggest ways for honors administrators and teachers to offer a strong
foundation for their students; such a foundation, she contends, allows stu-
dents to handle the troubles that they—like all other students—are bound to
experience.
The notion that honors students are like all students in needing help is the
focus of “Honors Students in Crisis: Four Thoughts from the Field” by Eric
W. Owens of Duquesne University and Michael Giazzoni of the University of
Pittsburgh. The authors investigate assumptions that honors faculty and
administrators might make about their students and suggest that such assump-
tions may be misleading or downright wrong. Owens and Giazzoni explain
ways that honors students may be different from their non-honors colleagues
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE HONORS COUNCIL
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and thus require special kinds of help, but they warn against assuming that
honors students need less help than other students.
One way that honors students may be different from other students is
their more pronounced fear of failure. Bonnie Irwin of Eastern Illinois
University confronts this difference head-on in “Hitting the Wall.” She
describes the value of failure in a good education, providing four lessons that
can teach our high-achieving students—and remind ourselves—that failure is
an opportunity to learn and grow in a way that success is not.
The final essay in the Forum—“The Balkanization of University Support
Systems: FERPA’s Chilling Effect on Campuses and How Honors
Administrators Can Break the Ice” by Amy Beth Cyphert and Keith Garbutt
of West Virginia University—explores the importance of communication
between different units within a college or university in identifying and help-
ing students at risk. The authors focus first on the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974 (“FERPA”) and its effect of hampering communica-
tion. The laws changed after the Virginia Tech tragedy so that communication
is now more open. Honors administrators especially need to be familiar with
the new laws since they work closely with their students and depend on open
communication to help students in trouble.
This issue of JNCHC concludes with two research essays. In “What is
Expected of Twenty-First-Century Honors Students: An Analysis of an
Integrative Learning Experience,” Celia López-Chávez and Ursula L.
Shepherd describe an integrative learning program they developed at the
University of New Mexico. Combining two honors seminars, one on bio-
geography and the other on social sciences, the two faculty members devel-
oped a program called From the Rockies to the Andes, which focused on
achieving the outcomes encouraged by the Association of American Colleges
and Universities and the additional goals of intentional teaching and interna-
tional education. The authors define their terms, their goals, and their success
in this course that took place in both New Mexico and Argentina, including
their strategies for qualitative assessment.
The concluding essay—“Honors Programs in Four-Year Institutions in
the Northeast: A Preliminary Survey toward a National Inventory of Honors”
by Richard England of Salisbury University—presents a survey of institu-
tions in the Northeast that do and do not have honors programs and colleges,
a survey that he hopes will become the foundation for other regional and
national studies. The strategy here is clear and easy to replicate: an Internet
search with precise limitations and then application of some basic traits—
e.g., size of institution, Carnegie classification, and selectivity—in order to
identify what kinds of institutions are more or less likely to have honors pro-
grams. This kind of data can be useful to individual honors administrators as
well as the NCHC in determining where honors is and is not prevalent in the
FALL/WINTER 2010
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United States. The editors of JNCHC, along with Richard England, hope that
honors administrators, staff, and students across the country will complete the
work that he has begun so that we can all benefit from a greater understand-
ing of the role of honors in higher education.
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Managing Trouble in 
Troubled Times: 
A Responsibility of Honors
CHARLES (JACK) DUDLEY
VIRGINIA TECH UNIVERSITY
Collegiality that exists among people bound together for common purposerequires mutual respect and willingness to support each other’s work.
Such collegiality is not about friendship, even though friendships may occur,
nor does it necessitate agreement to seek the same goals; instead, it implies a
collection of scholars pursuing a life of the mind, each seeking to foster the
civility that such a life demands. The preparation for assisting students in
trouble begins with our willingness to recognize them as colleagues. In the
terrible days at Virginia Tech following April 16, 2007, we found solace and
solutions in our collegiality.
The best approach to honors students is to acknowledge that they are
fully operating adults. This approach is the only and best way to confront the
troubles that interrupt academic progress. Trouble requires either capitulation
or growth. In a society that treats college as preparation for a job, honors
holds out the hope that we can accomplish the crucial task of helping young
people become strong and moral leaders in all areas of life. How we assist
them achieve such a status determines our success and integrity as a special
component of a university. The willingness and courage of our young honors
students often defies our expectations, but what they wish for more than any-
thing is that someone—often us—“have their back.”
What we have to offer as academics is the application of reason to the
problems our students face. Of course as humans we offer empathy and
sometimes sympathy, but usually when problems threaten to overwhelm stu-
dents, our best approach is to provide calm assistance in helping them think
through potential solutions. Most often, students will take control and seek
remedies. On occasion, however, students face physical or mental problems
that simply cannot be resolved without intervention; in such cases, we assist
them in finding the expertise they need by, for instance, escorting them to
hospitals or campus health centers. Even in extreme cases, though, a spirit of
collegiality in the relationship between faculty and student remains the
bedrock for assisting students in trouble.
FALL/WINTER 2010
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MANAGING TROUBLE IN TROUBLED TIMES
The tragedy at Virginia Tech—exactly three years ago as I write this
essay—provided insight into our students and ourselves that guides my per-
spective. In the end, thirty-two faculty members and students were killed and
a number wounded. Three of the dead and one of the wounded were in hon-
ors. One of the deceased as well as the wounded student resided in Main
Campbell Honors House. The honors staff spent the day seeking information
about our students and being available for those who needed to talk or sim-
ply be with others. We paid particular attention to Main Campbell, and Terry
Papillon—then Preceptor to Main Campbell and now Director of Honors—
sat with students late into the night. The students in Hillcrest Honors House
prepared food and visited Main Campbell to offer solace. Mostly students
needed to know that they were safe and to cry in the company of others who
felt their fear and pain.
Members of the honors staff spent hours with students who were having
extreme difficulties coping with the complete disruption of campus life.
Students dealt not only with the loss of friends but the closing of the univer-
sity. They were given the option of ending the semester the following week,
yet attendance in classes remained significant. I learned a lot about commu-
nity and about confronting troubles during this time. When given leeway to
leave the campus the week of the shootings, many students remained. One
young woman who chose to stay explained, “The faculty needs us.”
Vigils were held, and students from universities far and near came to be
with us. A poster appeared with drawings of all the mascots in the Atlantic
Coast Conference huddled around the Hokie Bird. The logo simply said: “We
are all Hokies today.” Heidi Miller, who was wounded, returned in the fall,
and she proved an inspiration to faculty and students alike. The crisis faced
by the community became, in fact, thousands of personal events where we
could draw strength from one another.
Rather than forget, we are constantly reminded of the events of that hor-
rible day. The following spring semester we lost a student in an automobile
accident. She had been in the process of joining Hillcrest Honors House, and
Main Campbell students brought food and solace, repaying Hillcrest—too
soon—for past kindnesses. We then lost yet another student to illness. What
I have learned is that being there to help students when they face trouble
begins and continues as the very core of honors for both faculty and students.
We live at a difficult moment in history. The economic, social, and polit-
ical world is in disarray. State support for education is falling dramatically,
and tuition is climbing. Faculty and students alike share a sense of unease as
academic departments are rearranged and academic programs altered. Such
an environment intensifies the number and difficulty of the troubles with
which students must contend.
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At honors staff meetings each week, at least part of the time always
involves discussion of particular problems faced by students. In recent times,
the problems follow a particular and familiar pattern:
• A student’s parent lost his or her job and can no longer afford to sup-
port the student’s education.
• Two roommates in an Honors house cannot resolve the problems of
living in the same room.
• A parent has threatened to cut support unless the student achieves a
grade average considerably above Honors requirements.
• A suicidal student proves disruptive to several people on the same
hallway.
• A student has problems meeting the requirements of a scholarship.
• A student seeks advice on changing academic programs.
In each case one or more of the staff, working as colleagues, explore the var-
ious alternatives to solve these and other problems. As important as resolving
the problem is the sense of working together. Often the manifestations of
stress—the angers, fears, and frustrations—subside when the student has calm
help in seeking a reasonable solution.
Given the current climate of the country with divisions making rational
discourse impossible, teaching civility and collegiality in troubled times
seems an especially important part of the responsibility of university honors.
Our students, along with us, need to learn that anger at the cause of a trouble
must be replaced by our intellectual prowess in trying to set the world right.
If we succeed, then the ideals of justice, fairness, and respect will relegate the
raucous and sometimes demeaning debate to inconsequence. To fail is to
invite the further decline of civilized discourse and to create an even more
troubled and violent world for our future students.
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Crisis in the Wilderness
JOAN DIGBY
C. W. POST CAMPUS, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
All experiential education programs involve the potential for students toexperience a crisis far from the secure environment of campus and
home. Students engaging in these programs are therefore required to carry
medical and travel insurance and to complete the waiver of liability forms
particular to their college or university. Even as they gather this documenta-
tion, honors directors sending students to or leading such programs hold their
breath and hope that they will never need to use the emergency contact
information.
This has been our collective hope during the past four years that we have
offered Partners in the Parks (PITP) experiential learning adventures. As
University of Alaska Fairbanks physics professor and honors director
Channon Price—coordinator of the latest expedition—gathered the docu-
ments, he was keenly aware that the remote Alaskan wilderness of Denali
National Park and Preserve would be a difficult environment in which to
manage a student crisis.
He packed the forms along with his first-aid kit and checked to make cer-
tain that Matt Nickerson and Todd Peterson, PITP program coordinators from
Southern Utah University, were carrying a second kit. Then the ten students
and three participating faculty members set off on the several-hour van ride
to Denali park headquarters.
There we were greeted by the park’s Education Coordinator along with
the Ranger Kristen, the Education Specialist who would be the group’s guide
for the first segment of the camping trip. She spelled out some basic regula-
tions for storing food in bear-proof lockers and for practicing safety along the
trails that might be shared by wildlife—grizzly, black bear, moose, caribou,
fox, and wolf. Her passion for the park, her generosity in bringing extra
clothes and unanticipated snacks for the group, her soft voice and buoyant
nature gave everyone the confidence to pitch tents in bear country and feel
secure at the campsite.
That evening over dinner, Northeastern University student Ryan St.
Pierre-Hetz mentioned his sore throat. He had come away with antibiotics
and was nearing the end of the regimen but sensed that the infection was not
clearing up. Botany student Reagan Lee from the University of Florida gath-
ered rose hips and made some soothing tea. We suggested that Ryan drink as
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much liquid as possible and get some rest. The journey had been fatiguing, so
we still had reason to hope for the best.
By the second day Ryan was feeling worse. Our thoroughly prepared
ranger took his temperature, found that he had a serious fever, and recom-
mended that he go back to headquarters with her, see a physician at the local
clinic, and get at least a day of bed rest. In her first discussion with our group
at the start of our journey, she had already emphasized the need to be “forth-
coming.” By definition wilderness has few amenities and only limited access
to communication and transport; therefore, it is essential, she reminded stu-
dents, to express as directly as possible their concerns, fears, and discomforts.
In the current situation discomfort had already given way to a serious med-
ical issue.
Putting theory into practice, Ranger Kristen called the group leaders
together, laying out a plan for Ryan’s situation that involved:
1. having Ryan make his own choice about whether to stay with the
group or return to park headquarters and seek medical assistance; 
and then
2. presenting Ryan’s decision to the group in order to alleviate their
concerns.
Her direct approach was excellent. She called the group’s leaders together
with Ryan for a quiet conversation. As a result, Ryan chose to leave and felt
comfortable telling the group about his choice. The plan was for him to see a
physician, rest in an apartment at headquarters, eat, sleep, and return accom-
panied by the ranger when he felt well enough to continue. The group
expressed their care and concern, allowing Ryan to feel positive about his
decision.
This intervention was a model of perfect crisis management. Ranger
Kristen’s calm, decisive tone, her open involvement of the group leaders, and
her clearly stated intention to help Ryan with every aspect of his recovery
provided the most positive solution possible. Ryan left the group and went
with her (by park bus) to get medical help. At headquarters he was able to
contact his father, get financial assistance to cover this emergency and make
a plan to keep the family apprised of his condition. Ryan was set up in a park
facility. Ranger Kristen brought him food, liquids, and movies to entertain
him during the period that he was alone. She looked in on him, sat with him
at the clinic, helped him fill prescriptions, and also gave him the space nec-
essary for healing. It turned out that Ryan did not simply have a throat infec-
tion. He was also severely dehydrated—a most serious condition—and
required IV fluids.
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Two days later Kristen and Ryan came back to camp. He was healthy and
ready to resume the journey. Everyone called out, “welcome back, Ryan!” In
an emotional reunion, the students filled him in on our adventures, and he
related his own, emphasizing the deep bond he had forged with the park
ranger who had become both his protector and family in a time of extreme
need. From her perspective, “Ryan’s maturity, his parents’ participation, abil-
ity to communicate and to front end the finances, the students’ support for the
decision which allowed Ryan to focus on his health and not feel pulled by
allegiances to stay with the group,” as well as the collaboration of PITP lead-
ers, were “equal measure ingredients for success” in this case.
During the four years that PITP has taken students on adventures in the
national parks, rangers have played critical roles as mentors and guides. At
the core of their commitment is a desire to facilitate both the agenda and the
safety of groups visiting their parks. In Denali, ranger assistance escalated to
a high level of involvement in the well-being of not only Ryan but the whole
group. For all of us on the journey, this experience deepened our respect for
and debt to the National Park Service. While all the group leaders had ideas
about how to manage this student emergency, the resources of the NPS and
the thoughtful strategy of an Education Specialist sensitive to student dynam-
ics averted a major crisis and kept the trip whole.
What occurred at Denali involved a basic protocol that might serve well
in other student crisis situations:
1. Be certain to carry all documents related to insurance and emergency.
2. Be “forthcoming.” Encourage students to express problems to group
leaders.
3. Defer to on-site experts with the resources to manage an emergency
and contain a crisis.
4. Be optimistic, and be thankful.
This crisis in the wilderness is not so different from those we experience
closer to home. How often do students attend classes with high fevers? Nurse
a sore throat believing it will simply clear up in time? Push themselves to
override debilitating conditions in order to take an exam or finish a paper?
Hide their problems so that they won’t be sent to an infirmary or hospital or
home? As honors directors we need to create a context early in every stu-
dent’s academic career in which to put crisis management on the table.
Because we emphasized the importance of being open and forthcoming as a
survival strategy at the outset of this wilderness trip, we opened a door that
allowed Ryan to discuss his illness and seek help.
In various academic contexts we work to help honors students overcome
the shyness and embarrassment that might have prevented Ryan from coming
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forward had the necessity to be forthcoming not been emphatically presented
as a first principle of survival. Certainly in our honors program orientation
activities and first-year experience courses we have the capacity to address
survival strategies as applied to personal and medical crises. Encouraging stu-
dents to be forthcoming and seek expert advice is a first step in helping them
act maturely on their own behalf.
*******
The author may be contacted at 
jdigby@liu.edu.
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Helping Honors Students 
in Trouble
ANGELA M. SALAS
INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTHEAST
Although I am no expert in effectively helping troubled students, I hopethat the Indiana University Southeast Honors Program serves as a place
of refuge and support for all its students, most particularly those who are in
any sort of trouble. Because my students, whether in the honors program or
in my English classes, are reluctant to acknowledge the existence of any dif-
ficulties, I have found the Noel-Levitz College Student Inventory (CSI) and
Student Satisfaction Inventory (SSI) helpful in bringing to light impediments
to their success and happiness of which I might otherwise be unaware.
Since 2007, when the honors program began, we’ve administered the
CSI to each student registered for an honors class at the beginning of the fall
semester, and at the start of the spring semester we administer the CSI or the
SSI. Thus, some students take two inventories in a year, and some do not;
some students take the SSI, and some do not; but all honors students take the
CSI at least once. Once we get the results of either survey, I ask the office
assistant to begin scheduling appointments for me to meet with each student,
share the report, and discuss ways that the honors program and I can help
solve any of the problems the results reveal. We employ a triage system,
approaching those students who seem most troubled first. In the fall of 2009,
I met with more than forty of our eighty-plus students, and in the spring, I met
with nearly as many students.
When the CSI or SSI reports come back to me, I am always surprised at
how much I have missed. I see each student regularly, and I teach most of our
first-year students during their first semester, so I generally think that I know
which students are doing well and which need intervention. I am constantly
proven wrong.
Here are some surprising discoveries I have made during follow-ups with
students:
1. A young person who seemed almost catlike in her self-possession and
grooming had no fixed place to live following her parents’ divorce.
She was clean and tidy but was living out of her book bag and car.
2. A student who reported working forty hours a week and having a low
sense of family support was paying her parents’ mortgage and utility
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bills and taking a full course load. She wanted to become a physician
but was realizing that she might not make it through her science
courses if she continued to work full-time. Yet, that mortgage needed
to be paid.
3. A student who worked too many hours reported low family support
and seemed on the verge of falling asleep in class was actually sup-
porting herself and her teenage brother. Her father, however, contin-
ued to claim both children on his taxes, so she was ineligible for finan-
cial aid and was paying full tuition.
4. A very aloof student had Asperger’s syndrome but did not want any-
one to know.
5. A person who never turned anything in on time had Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder.
6. A young person whose work had suddenly dropped in quality was tak-
ing a nineteen-hour course load, was overwhelmed by it, and was too
ashamed to drop any of those hours. He had gone without sleep for
three days before coming to my office for his scheduled appointment.
I had known him for three years to be a steady and proud young man,
but he wept during our meeting.
Because I am not a trained personal counselor and do not have the wis-
dom of Solomon, I cannot solve all or even many of the problems our stu-
dents have. On the other hand, I am able to help them problem-solve, priori-
tize, and re-think their reluctance to get help. I can also put them in contact
with personal counseling services, our most resourceful financial aid officers,
solid academic advisors, and other resources. While I cannot put families
back together, I can help students develop their campus support network and
seek the help they need as their parents divorce.
For instance, the young woman who had been supporting her brother is
now legally emancipated because our financial aid officers helped her navi-
gate that process. She now has access to financial aid and to help in raising
her brother, who has recently finished high school. Students with Asperger’s
are, with help from Counseling Services and me, becoming integrated into
the honors program, and they report having friends. One of them gave a con-
ference presentation about Asperger’s at our regional honors conference, and
she did a lovely job. Her father, whom I met at our Spring Recognition Event,
reports that she is “blossoming.” The student with Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder provided the university with sufficient documentation about his
diagnosis to be protected under the Americans with Disabilities Act. He can
now pursue his courses slowly without running afoul of requirements for sat-
isfactory academic progress.
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Even though I am known as an attentive teacher, I am always stunned by
how successfully students manage to bluff even me while experiencing pain,
insecurity, and loss. While I certainly wouldn’t argue that every campus
should use Noel-Levitz products, it seems clear that it would be profitable to
find some way of getting beneath the glittering surface that so many students
offer up out of the mistaken belief that their human imperfections should be
hidden.
If dreams deferred can explode, so, I think, can troubles left unattended.
Finding ways to see below the surface, perform emotional triage, and connect
students to resources, on and off-campus, seems like the proper thing to do
even if these attempts are themselves flawed by the human imperfections of
those administering such interventions.
*******
The author may be contacted at 
amsalas@ius.edu.
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“Help, I Need Somebody”:
Rethinking How We
Conceptualize Honors
RICHARD BADENHAUSEN
WESTMINSTER COLLEGE
The very morning I received the JNCHC announcement of an issue devot-ed to honors students in trouble, I met with the mother of a freshman hon-
ors student who had threatened that weekend to kill herself. The parent, who
had flown over two thousand miles to our campus, was predictably upset and
the student demoralized. After individual conversations with each party, dur-
ing which we decided the best course of action for the student would be to
leave honors, I listened to this young lady make the courageous admission
that she had never wanted to join the honors program but did so only to please
her parents. Other honors students this year have struggled through brutal
conflicts with family members, homesickness, substance abuse, computer
addiction, and severe motivation problems without resolving the issues
successfully.
I found myself wondering about the causes of these painful misfortunes
and, in particular, why these students didn’t ask for help or only sought assis-
tance when it was essentially too late to dig out of what had become very
deep holes. Why is it so hard for honors students to ask for help? They have
always been told they are the best and the brightest, able to leap tall (acade-
mic) buildings in a single bound, but such messages may well be part of the
problem.
Jack Dudley is no doubt right in his lead essay that our current econom-
ic, social, and political problems have intensified the challenges for all col-
lege students. My own sense is that these crises have turned what were mere-
ly cracks in the foundations of many family structures into wide, gaping
crevasses; job losses, bankruptcies, divorce, and calamitous interactions with
our country’s healthcare “system” are part of the everyday fabric of our stu-
dents’ lives. Yet the effects of such material circumstances, so visible and tan-
gible and capable of being comfortably fit into narratives of struggle and fail-
ure, are exacerbated by the way in which many honors students are encour-
aged to see and define themselves and by the manner in which they internal-
ize those messages. I see very specific reasons why honors students resist our
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support, and we as honors educators can take particular steps to make that
“helping project” more palatable and successful for those we teach.
The first challenge honors students face in asking for help is the fact that
their self-concept is so grounded in the idea of academic achievement that
seeking assistance calls their very identity into question. Asking for help
becomes an attack on the notion of a successful self. For such students, solic-
iting help on an academic matter seems a sign of weakness or even failure;
they have seen others seek help throughout their schooling, but they have not
associated themselves with that class of students. While many honors stu-
dents intuitively understand when they need help and recognize that mentors
are ready to provide support, the shame associated with the activity over-
whelms the intellectual realization that they must act to save themselves. The
very word “honors” complicates matters because the origins of the term
emphasize respect, fame, glory, esteem, and reputation, which are special
privileges bestowed by others. To exhibit vulnerability is to risk losing that
externally granted status. A related crisis occurs when such students, accus-
tomed to receiving praise in high school for uncovering and then delivering
“what the teacher wants,” are told in college to take risks, think for them-
selves, and cultivate their own voices; the sudden apparent lack of external
criteria to determine self-worth is frightening and can leave them at a loss.
A second reason our honors students don’t ask for help is that many of
them simply don’t know how. Most high schools have not created opportuni-
ties for high-achieving students to seek assistance. The testing/accountability
movement of the past ten years has promoted rote learning environments that
discourage high-level student-teacher interaction. In addition, students who
have grown up in professional, middle-class households have often not been
given the chance to develop and practice coping skills because of overly
involved parents ready to solve problems at a moment’s notice. Studies have
documented the severe damage done to children when they are raised with
the knowledge that any difficulty they encounter will be solved with a mere
phone call or text to mom and dad. Two of the better recent examinations of
the culture of hyper-parenting—Carl Honoré’s Under Pressure: Rescuing
Our Children from the Culture of Hyper-Parenting and Madeline Levine’s
The Price of Privilege: How Parental Pressure and Material Advantage Are
Creating A Generation of Disconnected and Unhappy Kids—detail this
phenomenon.
Honors students from underrepresented groups face a different dilemma
as they enter the unfamiliar world of academia, a place with its own arcane
conventions and terminology controlled by people in positions of power who
don’t resemble them in any way. Such students can resort to what Mary
Goldberger calls a “strategic silence.” While they may be thoroughly engaged
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in the academic project at hand, these individuals have willfully and strategi-
cally adopted a “defensive posture of passivity and silence out of fear and
threat” (346) given their past experiences in new environments where others
unlike them are in dominant positions. For such students, asking for help
requires an amount of courage that would be hard for anyone, let alone a
teenager, to muster.
Finally, the culture of honors programs can impede the helping project if
its ethos celebrates competition and individual academic achievement exces-
sively. Most of us probably seek to cultivate independence among students
and equate excellence with an ability to work alone. Yet, as therapist Madeline
Levine has pointed out, in such cases where students feel that it is “every man
for himself” and “one child’s disadvantage becomes another child’s advan-
tage,” members of that community are going to “feel unsupported and wary of
each other” (189). (Imagine how grading curves embody this sensibility.) I
often wonder, as my first-year honors students devote their initial weeks of
college to reading about individual heroic exploits in The Odyssey, whether
we are sending mixed messages when we have just spent the previous orien-
tation week discussing the importance of community. Odysseus certainly did-
n’t need to depend on his fellow soldiers during his pursuit of areté and kleos,
except when he required someone to tie him to the mast of his ship.
Many academics struggle to understand why some of our brightest stu-
dents engage in self-defeating behavior like substance abuse, dangerous sex-
ual practices, and other risky conduct. My thesis is that such activity is often
a student’s attempt to act out the need for help—to signal it physically—in
the face of the challenges mentioned above. Because many honors students
have been on display throughout their lives, their identity is often tied up in
the act of being looked at and singled out. They have been differentiated from
classmates as positive exemplars by their teachers and parents, placed in spe-
cial accelerated classes, and given awards for their accomplishments. Self-
destructive behavior for all to see essentially ensures that someone will arrive
to help, though rescue attempts sometimes happen too late. Such behavior
might also serve to undercut the suffocating aspects of their high-achieving
status by demonstrating that it is undeserved, allowing them to catch their
breath before the next challenge arises.
To some audiences, it might seem perverse to talk about honors students
having challenges, given their intellectual gifts and the opportunities that typ-
ically come their way. Colleagues occasionally mention to me “how wonder-
ful it must be to teach honors students,” as if these classes run themselves.
But, as we know, honors students have their own special needs and the young
lady sitting in my office with her worried mother didn’t get to this horrible
place on her own.
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So what can we do? I think we need to embed, within our classes, cur-
riculum, and external programming, specific opportunities for students to ask
for help. We should reward this behavior in grading rubrics and informal
praise. We should model how to ask for help, since many honors students
don’t even know what that activity looks like, and we should diversify the
opportunities for students to request assistance since help comes in many dif-
ferent forms. Identifying vulnerability as a courageous and even attractive
stance rather than a mark of weakness gives honors students a broader range
of options from which to choose. Resituating achievement as a communal
activity rather than an individual accomplishment would also improve mat-
ters. Certainly the heroic courage demonstrated at Virginia Tech in the after-
math of the 2007 shootings evolved out of a strong sense of community.
In addition, professors need to be more aggressive in creating opportuni-
ties for students to seek help. The standard encouragement of “see me in
office hours” or “here’s the number to the counseling office” will not get it
done. Teaching students how to view themselves more holistically and not
just as individuals whose entire identity is shaped by the “honors student”
designation and reassuring them that their academic struggles don’t function
as attacks on the self can open up options for students who feel trapped.
Honors students, teachers, and administrators would all benefit from
talking about the honors experience a bit differently than we do today, recon-
figuring and expanding the categories we use, and suppressing the desire to
essentialize the honors experience. Rather than language that emphasizes
“being the best,” being “different,” and finding refuge from the “regular” stu-
dent body, terminology that emphasizes honors as an alternative mode of
learning or curriculum can help remove the enormous pressure that presses
down on honors students today. Ultimately, we must guide students out of the
bind that positions asking for help as a sign of failure.
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Listening Lessons
MARGARET WALSH
KEENE STATE COLLEGE
As I began writing about helping college honors students, I described mytask to a nine-year-old boy. Puzzled, he asked, “How can they be in trou-
ble if they are honors students?”
“They may have problems, but people expect them not to,” said the hon-
ors director. “That’s not fair,” the boy replied. Precisely! Many honors stu-
dents at my small public liberal arts campus prefer the work to the title. They
opt for intensive academics, welcome challenges, and ask for close interac-
tion; they value classes in which they are going places, doing things, investi-
gating, experimenting, and reflecting; but they experience many of the same
personal and academic challenges as their non-honors peers while sometimes
not getting the help they need.
Whether they embrace the descriptor or not, many honors students seek
out and spend time with students in their cohort, defining themselves as part
of an affinity group. While some view their privileges as well earned and nec-
essary for success, others, who may love the depth of study that honors offers,
prefer to see themselves as individuals with multiple interests. They see their
membership in an honors program not as their primary status but as one
among many identities. An equally important reason that students may not
wish to emphasize their honors status is that, when trouble arises, they find
themselves in the same predicaments as their non-honors peers: navigating
difficult friendships, facing an uncertain future, dealing with failure, or suf-
fering the consequences of breaking rules. Such struggles are roughly the
same across all categories of students.
While some honors students have access to an abundance of family
resources and mentors, many struggle without strong connections or lifelines.
The common refrain that honors students are “entitled” is an overgeneraliza-
tion. Some receive far too much unsolicited advice about what to do, who to
become, and how to be happy, and they may resist that sort of pressure, find-
ing it more an encumbrance than an entitlement. Just like their non-honors
peers, many honors students do not have the benefit of familial aid and are
incurring debt as well as managing adult financial and household responsi-
bilities while they are pursuing their degrees. Honors students are no more
likely than their non-honors peers to possess the language to talk openly
about these experiences in academic settings.
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The reality is that students in honors programs are an invisibly diverse
group. While they may appear homogeneous with respect to their achieve-
ment and ability, they arrive at their programs from noticeably different back-
grounds, and they face the same stressors that all college students face.
Students today are “troubled” by feelings of anxiety and depression as well
as binge drinking, eating problems, acting out, and thoughts of suicide. Of
course, when the issue is a serious personal or health problem, an appropri-
ate referral to a trained professional or other resource should be made.
Collaboration with other campus offices is essential. When the question is
how to navigate the honors labyrinth, however, an honors director can pro-
vide support.
Research reveals that honors students approach their learning in a more
strategic fashion than non-honors students, applying planning and fore-
thought to their studies (Entwistle cited in Light, Cox, and Calkins, 52). My
direct teaching experiences affirm some of this research. Honors students like
to read the syllabus ahead of time, and they pay attention both to their
assigned work and to the larger universe of their career trajectory. At the same
time, some students find it difficult to commit to a major en route to gradua-
tion because they genuinely have a lot of interests; they wrestle with the
boundaries of their major requirements and with new questions they have for-
mulated about the world in their honors classes, service learning, or travel.
Honors students also express difficulty with the contradictory demands
of being fully in the present while also keeping a steady eye on the future.
According to Annette Lareau’s Unequal Childhoods, this future orientation
has been cultivated and reinforced from an early age by many suburban mid-
dle-class parents. Margaret Nelson, in Parenting Out of Control, also finds
that financially elite families closely monitor and influence their college age
children’s lives.
At the end of the last academic year, I invited a dozen of our honors stu-
dents to reflect on their experiences in the program. Current students offered
advice to new students, and we published videos of these “pearls of wisdom”
on our blog. From the students’ “pearls of wisdom,” I learned that students in
the honors program feel pressures that could signal academic trouble, even
when articulated with an upbeat tone and sense of self-confidence. Perhaps
the most important insight of these candid clips was that honors students are
like everyone else except that they know not to squander their time, are aware
of others counting on them, and are motivated by past success.
Having shared similar backgrounds, the current students in our honors
program were able to offer the following advice to their younger peers:
1. Be flexible. Plan ahead.
2. Don’t be too concrete with your plans. It’s okay to change them.
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3. [Honors] is going to challenge you, but it’s worth it.
4. There’s a club for everyone, but if you don’t see it, start it.
5. Get as much out of [college] as you can, because you’re given this
special opportunity. Not everyone has it.
6. Think about where you are right at this moment, and you have to
know where you are going.
While this advice may not keep honors students out of trouble, it will help
them have a secure foundation to build on.
Most capable students are fine at strategizing and are also comfortable
asking for what they need to realize the goals they have set. A lot rides on stu-
dents’ educational outcomes. Honors faculty should listen to the concerns of
less financially privileged students and others who are facing trouble so that
we can better understand their sometimes confusing reactions and ambiva-
lence toward the demands of college learning. The honors director should
know that some students may not be comfortable seeking honest answers
even from those who are there to give them. Thus, the director needs to be
sensitive to individual students’ needs. This learning process takes time,
patience, and willingness to deal with difficulties directly. As one student put
it, “I wish someone said ‘If it’s not okay at first, it will be okay.’” Cultivating
honors students requires listening and understanding, not just instructing and
directing.
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Honors Students in Crisis: 
Four Thoughts from the Field
ERIC W. OWENS
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
MICHAEL GIAZZONI
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
As we considered the topic and lead essay of the JNCHC Forum “HelpingHonors Students in Trouble,” we were struck by a number of assump-
tions that seem to be prevalent not only at our universities but among col-
leagues at other institutions. We have identified four assumptions we would
like to address in this essay from perspectives that are informed by the schol-
arly literature and by our combined experience of twenty years working with
honors students as professional counselors, advisors, and faculty members.
These four observations lead us to recommendations for others working with
honors students.
1. Trouble is trouble. Two problems are inherent in this assumption. First,
we take issue with the notion that all crises should be addressed similarly. As
Jack Dudley notes in the lead article, “capitulation or growth can be the result
of crisis.” Every student comes with his or her own history, understanding of
how the world works, and background in constructing meaning. When human
beings are confronted with crises they cannot understand, they typically
retreat to this personal history, understanding, and background as a place of
comfort from which to make sense of the nonsensical. Every individual thus
has a different perspective on crisis, on trouble, and on how best to react to
and recover from it.
Second, an experience that can be emotionally crippling for one person
may cause another to find a resource for personal growth and maturation.
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), for example, affects far too many of
our students at early stages of their personal growth. However, what is not
discussed in the popular media, and what is largely ignored in the scholarly
literature, is the notion of post-traumatic growth (PTG). Tedeschi and
Calhoun describe PTG as the “experience of positive change that occurs as a
result of the struggle with highly challenging life crises” (1). PTG can mani-
fest itself in a variety of ways: increased self-esteem, improved personal rela-
tionships, enriched appreciation for life in general, and enhanced sense of
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self-efficacy or personal strength. Let us not assume that trouble must always
mean trouble.
2. Reason is primarily what academia has to offer students who are fac-
ing difficult challenges. As academics we tend to work from a perspective
that a previous dean liked to call “Life above the neck.” We are thinkers and
scholars; the cognitive is the familiar and comfortable realm in which we
work. In classrooms we ask students, “What do you think about all of this?”
This question is valid in the intellectual arena as well as the therapy session.
How a student cognitively processes a crisis is important. “What do you think
about [the shooting, your friend’s sexual assault, the pressure from your par-
ents, and so forth]?” is a question that needs to be asked.
However, basic counseling theory suggests that thinking (cognition) is
but one of the three central components of an individual: the cognitive, the
behavioral, and the affective (Egan). The behavioral in our students is all too
apparent; behaviors are the mental health equivalent of symptoms in medical
practice. Behaviors manifest and present themselves to us. The student who
enters an office to discuss a research fellowship and suddenly, seemingly
without warning, begins to speak about his suicidal ideations is behaving.
Behavior, though, is the result of a great deal of thought and feeling, and
this brings us to the affective. Humans are feeling as well as thinking and
behaving beings, and we take issue with the notion that faculty and others
who work with honors students should leave their humanity at the door of the
academy. Academics find it all too easy to ask “What do you think about all
of this?” but are often uncomfortable in asking “How do you feel about all of
this?” Higher education understandably focuses on our students’ thoughts,
but it should be possible to inquire about feelings while maintaining a hold
on reason. Many people are hesitant to ask the affective question; we have
certainly found ourselves afraid to ask students how they feel, and fear of the
answer may have been the root of this hesitation.
The mere fact that we may be afraid to ask the question, however, is what
makes us human in the first place and is what makes it absolutely appropri-
ate to ask the affective question. If a student approaches us with her or his
own form of trouble or crisis, we must remember that this person felt safe
enough to come to us. Obviously we have done most of the heavy lifting
already; we have developed rapport and a place of safety and comfort. Let us
offer our emotional comfort as well as our intellectual strength.
3. Our students are fully operating adults. Of course our students are
adults, but we think it is important to keep in mind that our students are young
adults. Setting aside for a moment Dudley’s term “fully operating,” it is safe
to assume that our students are not fully matured adults; adulthood is a rela-
tively new experience for them. However, students can be forced to see the
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world from the perspective of a mature adult when faced with a crisis or dif-
ficult situation. Urie Bronfenbrenner suggested that, when people are faced
with emotional or physical risk, their normal developmental trajectories may
be altered and abnormal development may occur. Students today are often
thrust into circumstances for which an eighteen- or nineteen-year-old adult is
hardly prepared. Even fifty-year-olds are rarely prepared to cope with, for
instance, acts of terrorism or campus violence.
Students, whether in honors or not, are still finding their way and learn-
ing what adulthood means to and for them. Research on college student
development suggests that students are discovering how to grow as intellec-
tual adults (Perry, 1968 and 1981). They are also in the process of learning
how best to manage emotions, interact with others, and develop indepen-
dence, purpose, and integrity (Chickering and Reisser). Further, they are
struggling with developing a sense of morality (Gilligan; Kohlberg). In short,
most college students are indeed adults, but let us not assume that our stu-
dents are “fully operating” adults. They have recently left childhood and are
just now learning to navigate the treacherous waters of adulthood. When
those waters are made more treacherous by traumatic events, it is only natur-
al to assume that these developing adults may feel the need to regress, at least
slightly or for a short time.
4. Honors students are just like other students. For those of us who work
in honors, we know this is far from the case; however, we may not understand
just how our students are unique. The intellectual differences are obvious, but
what about the emotional differences? Research such as that of Rice, Leever,
Christopher, and Porter examines issues of perfectionism, stress, and social
adjustment as they relate to the variety of mental health needs of gifted col-
lege students. External and internal pressures for perfectionism can cause a
great deal of stress for our students. Additionally, many gifted individuals
experience challenges when relating to peers, developing relationships, and
integrating into larger communities.
Research has also shown that the affective needs of honors students are
often overlooked because mental health professionals assume that intellectu-
al talent must naturally equate to an increased ability to handle life’s emo-
tional difficulties (Greene, 2002 and 2006; Leung). Those of us who work
with honors students should remind ourselves not to make this faulty assump-
tion. Honors students are different: for better or for worse, they typically see
the world differently from their peers, understand crises differently, and cre-
ate meaning in unique ways, and we must honor these differences and appre-
ciate that our students will likely react to trauma differently from many of
their peers. At the same time, though, we cannot assume that they need our
help less than their non-honors peers do.
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Crises like the tragic events at Virginia Tech force us to examine the ways
we approach our work as professionals and as members of our academic com-
munities. Informed by research, we can be more helpful and provide more
support than our natural tendencies might allow. Being open to the develop-
mental possibilities inherent in crisis, approaching our students with our full
range of humanity, and considering the ways that our students differ from
other adults and other students are all means of augmenting our helping skills
for the honors population. Through reasoned consideration of these topics,
we may better serve our students in the resolution of personal traumas and
campus crises.
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Hitting the Wall
BONNIE D. IRWIN
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Much has been written over the last several years about the increase in thenumber of students who come to our campuses with behavioral disor-
ders and under medication. While honors students are certainly not immune
to these conditions, the more frequent emotional trauma we see them suffer
is their first encounter with failure. Luckily, we can address this trauma suc-
cessfully if we are prepared to do so. As honors faculty, we encourage intel-
lectual risk, knowing from our own experience that failure may very well
result but confident in the fact that learning also happens despite other out-
comes, good or bad. Armed with this knowledge, one of the most important
lessons we can teach our students is how to fail.
Our high-achieving students, as they emerge from their pre-baccalaure-
ate education and childhood experience, typically reach us ill-equipped to
fail. They have always had cheerleaders, parachutes, ribbons, and rewards to
the extent that they consider even good performance inadequate. The first
“B” grade can send such students into a tailspin, leading them to question
their abilities and their very identities, which are often wrapped up in their
definitions of success. Along with teaching our disciplines, then, we need to
teach students a few lessons on how and why to fail.
LESSON 1: 
FAILURE IS ALWAYS AN OPTION
Adam Savage, one of the stars of the popular Discovery Channel show
Mythbusters, has coined several pop culture idioms: “Am I missing an eye-
brow?”; “I reject your reality and substitute my own!”; “Failure is always an
option.” All have resonance for honors students. The pursuit of excellence
carries with it both risk and reward, and the discovery of new knowledge may
lead to internal and external conflict as students struggle to develop into the
productive scholars, socially responsible citizens, and lifelong learners our
mission statements promise they will become. Demonstrating to our students
that one can fail at even the simplest things but that failing once does not nec-
essarily indicate a pattern will free our students to take on greater challenges.
Success is valuable precisely because it is not guaranteed.
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LESSON 2: 
FAILURE IS A GOOD THING
Jon Carroll, in his essay for the This I Believe project, tells the story of
his five-year-old granddaughter leaving for her first day of school: “I wished
her success. I was lying. What I actually wish for her is failure. I believe in
the power of failure” (47). If we can explain to our students that repeated suc-
cess signifies a lack of challenge rather than a level of talent we can both
equip them to deal with inevitable failures and encourage a greater level of
risk. As Carroll points out, “Success is boring.” Accomplishments, especial-
ly those that are repeated and that come easily, indicate that one is not really
learning much. If our students are not learning, we are failing at the mission
of our universities and programs. Repeated success earns diminishing returns.
Conversely, when students learn the true value of failure, they might
learn to embrace it, welcome it, and appreciate true accomplishments. They
also learn that, just as there are degrees of accomplishment, there are degrees
of reward; failure teaches students that intrinsic rewards are more important
than public recognition. Recognizing intrinsic rewards requires perspective
and maturity; failure helps us acquire those values.
LESSON 3: 
“THE IMPOSSIBLE WILL TAKE A LITTLE WHILE”
OR THE 10,000-HOUR RULE
Accomplished musicians, athletes, and scientists all know one thing
about success: it takes time. When students first enter our labs and studios,
they often become frustrated by the standard of excellence expected at the
college level. In high school, our high-achieving honors students were the
stars; that performance gained them admittance to our programs but does not
guarantee that they will remain on top. The competition is stiffer, and the
expectation is heightened. Along with all the skills we teach, we need to teach
patience and perseverance. Gladwell’s study of successful people in many
professions demonstrates that a threshold of practice is necessary for virtuos-
ity. Indeed, practice trumps talent in the pursuit of excellence, as the old joke
about Carnegie Hall so aptly reminds us. Knowing that success takes time
empowers students to take on more ambitious projects and to work patiently
through the obstacles they encounter along the way.
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LESSON 4: 
RECOGNIZE THE WALL BEFORE YOU 
HIT IT HEAD-ON
Distance runners have numerous metaphors to describe the complete
and utter exhaustion that sets in upon reaching the limit of one’s training and
endurance. My favorite of these metaphors is “hitting the wall.” Sharing our
own stories of the challenges we have faced and failures we have experi-
enced communicates to students that failure is a shared experience and that
even the experts at the front of the classroom have failed and have lived to
tell the tale. The signs of impending failure, whether a lab experiment going
awry or an “F” on a test, can often be recognized and prepared for in
advance, thereby lessening the blow. Once students realize that they will fail,
they are far more likely to see failure coming and are far more ready to deal
with its consequences.
Four simple and obvious lessons in failure can prevent much of the emo-
tional trauma that our students experience in our honors programs and col-
leges. Some of them do not hit their walls while they are still with us, but
preparing them for those hits is among the most valuable training we can pro-
vide. Such preparation is also a good reminder for honors faculty and admin-
istrators that we, too, have those inevitable bad days in the classroom or
office and that failure is an experience that connects us to our students.
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The Balkanization of University
Support Systems: 
FERPA’s Chilling Effect 
on Campuses and 
How Honors Administrators 
Can Break the Ice
AMY BETH CYPHERT AND KEITH GARBUTT
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (“FERPA”) wassigned into law by President Ford on August 21, 1974. It is difficult to
state with authority now, some thirty-five years later, exactly why Congress
created the law; it was offered as an amendment on the Senate floor, was not
the subject of Committee consideration, and therefore is without the tradi-
tional legislative history that would help us divine Congressional intent.
Surely, though, Congress never intended that FERPA would foster tragedy by
creating confusion and preventing critical communication among school
officials.
Sadly, however, it appears that confusion over the contours of FERPA,
similar state privacy laws, and also the federal Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) has in the past hindered university offi-
cials, including those in honors colleges and programs, from helping students
who are in trouble. In the wake of the tragedy at Virginia Tech, then-President
Bush asked several of his cabinet members to “travel to communities across
our nation and to meet with educators, mental health experts, law enforce-
ment and state and local officials to discuss the broader issues raised by this
tragedy” (Leavitt, Spellings, and Gonzales, 1). One of their key findings was
that “confusion and differing interpretations about state and federal privacy
laws and regulations impede[d] appropriate information sharing” and that
“there was significant misunderstanding about the scope and application of
[FERPA and HIPAA] and their interrelation with state laws” (7). The report
of the Review Panel presented to Governor Kaine of Virginia included similar
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discussions of the confusion caused by these privacy laws and concluded that
they “need amendment and clarification” (Massengill, et al., 68).
These calls for amendment and clarification were heard and answered.
On December 9, 2008, the Department of Education amended its regulations
implementing FERPA. The Section-by-Section Analysis issued by the
Department makes clear that certain of these changes were made as a direct
result of the Virginia Tech tragedy (13). One critical change includes specif-
ically adding “parents” to the list of “appropriate parties” who can be notified
in the event of a health or safety emergency. The Department’s analysis noted
that “this change will clarify to colleges and universities that parents may be
notified when there is a health or safety emergency involving their son or
daughter, notwithstanding any FERPA provision that might otherwise prevent
such a disclosure” (13). This important change should reduce the fear of
repercussions regarding FERPA and other privacy laws that prevented com-
munication with parents in the past, even when honors administrators were
worried that a student might be experiencing a mental health emergency.
One of the outcomes of the way FERPA has frequently been interpreted
was the Balkanization of student support services that exist on a university
campus, particularly at large universities. As the cabinet members noted in
the Report to the President on the Virginia Tech tragedy, “information silos”
at universities “impede appropriate information sharing” and “are heightened
by confusion about the laws that govern the sharing of information” (Leavitt,
Spellings, and Gonzales, 7). At our institution, by the first day of classes a
first-year student will have signed up to five separate FERPA forms, each one
pertaining to a particular aspect of the student’s life at the institution. While
it may make sense from a legal point of view that units addressing different
components of student life (such as financial, social, judicial, and academic)
limit information to university officers who work in that unit, such a lack of
sharing can have devastating consequences. In dealings with a troubled stu-
dent, interactions between officers and administrators in various areas of a
student’s life, in addition to interactions with parents, are essential.
For example, a student who is showing reclusive behavior in a residence
hall may cause some concern among the administrators of the residence hall,
but such behavior does not necessarily suggest a mental health crisis.
However, if this behavior is added to information from professors that the stu-
dent is not attending classes and information from the financial aid office that
the student is not using work-study opportunities, together these three items
may suggest that a student is suffering from depression. In a vacuum, each
piece of information can be easily explained away. From the point of view of
residence life, the student may simply be a loner; from the point of view of
financial aid, the student may have decided that work-study is damaging her
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academic performance and therefore chosen to forego it; and from the point
of view of the professor, the student could just be goofing off. Placing all of
these pieces of information together, however, will heighten the awareness of
a vigilant administrator that this student might need some type of interven-
tion. A belief that FERPA and other privacy laws may prohibit critical infor-
mation sharing, whether accurate or not, can harm a university’s ability to
identify students who are in trouble.
Those of us who work in honors colleges or programs must understand
the parameters of FERPA, including what information can be shared and
when, as we are often uniquely positioned to identify students who are poten-
tially in trouble. First, at institutions such as ours with residential honors col-
leges, certain administrators may live on-site with the students, be familiar
with their lives and routines, and be quickly able to notice any disruptions or
changes. Second, even where administrators do not live with the students,
honors colleges and programs often function as smaller colleges within a
large university setting, creating closer relationships between administrators
and students and allowing a better chance for an administrator to notice warn-
ing signs.
For the same reasons that an honors college administrator may be in a
better position than many other university officials to have important infor-
mation about a student who is in trouble, those of us who work at honors col-
leges may also have important insights about whether a situation has risen to
the level of an “emergency” for FERPA purposes. The 2008 amendments
attempted to clarify the leeway an honors college or other academic institu-
tion would be afforded in determining if a health or safety emergency is
occurring. The regulations direct that the educational institution is to consid-
er “the totality of the circumstances” in making this determination and that,
if it “determines that there is an articulable and significant threat,” the insti-
tution may disclose information “to any person whose knowledge of the
information is necessary to protect the health and safety of the student or
other individuals” (34 CFR Part 99.36(c)). For the reasons discussed previ-
ously, we as honors administrators may have the best vantage point for
assessing the “totality of the circumstances” bearing upon our students. “If,
considering the information available at the time of the determination, there
is a rational basis for the determination, the Department will not substitute its
judgment for that of the educational agency or institution in evaluating the
circumstances and making the determination” (Simon). As the Department
noted, “the Secretary determined that greater flexibility and deference should
be afforded to administrators so that they can bring appropriate resources to
bear on circumstances that threaten the health or safety of individuals”
(Section-by-Section Analysis, 13).
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The acknowledgement by the Department of Education that institutions
may have been overly cautious in their interpretations of FERPA and should
be given greater deference and flexibility is encouraging. The opinions and
judgments of honors administrators should be given due weight given our
exceptional closeness to our students. The new standards of “articulable and
significant threats” and “rational basis,” however, are so vague as to give no
real guidance, especially to non-attorneys. As one commentator put it, “the
revised regulation merely introduces new ambiguous language for universi-
ties to decipher” (Chapman, 361). The new standard also does not seem to
address the problem of Balkanization. Ultimately, what is and is not an emer-
gency for purposes of FERPA is likely to be decided by legal representatives
on campus, not by those people who have the day-to-day working knowledge
of the students and their problems. Honors administrators may be in the best
position to know what constitutes an emergency regarding the students they
work with so closely. Accordingly, honors administrators need to be part of
the dialogue on their campuses about policies that implement FERPA and to
feel confident about their knowledge of those policies.
While a step in the right direction, the 2008 amendments have clearly not
alleviated all confusion over how FERPA applies when administrators are
attempting to help an honors student who is in trouble. Further, the amend-
ments are only going to make a difference if administrators at honors colleges
know about them and have meaningful discussions with their general coun-
sel offices about what the amendments mean and how they affect existing
university policy.
One of the unique aspects of the position of honors dean or director is
that we frequently have our feet in at least two institutional camps, academics
and student life. We may thus be uniquely positioned to help break down the
Balkanization of student support services by being able to communicate
across the barriers set up artificially within the institution. If we are to serve
our students well, we should at the very least take an active part in campus
discussions on the interpretation of FERPA, HIPAA, and other state or feder-
al privacy laws. We need to help with the development of policies that, while
still protecting the privacy rights of the individual, allow increased commu-
nication between the academic, student life, and administrative units of our
campuses.
Given that many honors directors and deans (and their staffs) do, by
virtue of their position, have a broader view of the student than many others
on campus, we are in a better position than most to overcome any barriers to
appropriate information sharing posed by FERPA. As we consider the plight
of the troubled student, we should ask ourselves, in light of the structure of
our own particular program or college, to what extent we can bring together
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the many facets of a student’s life in order to better understand and help if the
student is at risk. Colleges such as ours that have an established residential
component should ask whether we have, perhaps even inadvertently, com-
mitted the sin of Balkanization simply through habit, perhaps as a result of
both appropriate professional caution and the perceived dictates of FERPA
and or HIPAA. For example, where there is one staff member whose prima-
ry responsibility is identifying and working with students in academic trou-
ble and another staff member in the residence hall who is likely to be aware
of students showing signs of social isolation or depression, a system should
be in place for these staff members to communicate in an appropriate way
that respects the requirements of FERPA and other privacy laws. If these indi-
viduals are not in regular and formal communication with each other, then we
may already be failing our students.
We can only reach out to troubled students if we have strategies in place
to identify them. As a threshold matter, we should be aware of and use the
resources that are already provided by our institution. While these resources
vary by institution, mid-semester grade reports, for instance, tend to be com-
mon. At WVU, early in each semester the central administration produces an
analysis, based purely on demographic data and previous performance, that
can identify students who might be at academic risk. The number of honors
students who appear is always somewhat surprising: these are typically stu-
dents who, while having performed well in previous educational experiences,
show social, financial, and academic characteristics that suggest a likelihood
of academic problems during the next semester. The student life side of the
university also generates a report on students who, because of behavioral
issues, may also be considered at risk. While both these sources of informa-
tion are, to a certain extent, “soft,” the intersection of the two indicates a stu-
dent for whom care and intervention might be necessary.
Within honors colleges, especially those with residential components,
some types of data are easy to collect and collate, possibly leading to appro-
priate early interventions. Care should be given to respecting the contours of
FERPA and other privacy laws, and it is a good idea to work with the gener-
al counsel in developing such plans, but some ideas our honors college has
used include:
• Early grade reports: Given the small size of most honors classes, it is
reasonable to ask honors professors to provide the honors office with
grade reports on the first assessment taken in a class.
• An attendance report: Poor attendance is one of the first “flags” for the
at-risk student, and an attendance report is not an onerous request of
the professor.
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• Residence hall RA reports: RAs are required to monitor their residents
at WVU and report any who seem to be showing “at-risk” behaviors,
particularly those associated with suicide risk. There is a significant
literature on this topic, and RAs should be trained to recognize the
more obvious warning signs.
• Financial reports: While FERPA restricts access to certain detailed
information, WVU asks academic units to alert students who are in
danger of being removed from classes for non-payment of tuition.
These or other tools should make it possible by mid-semester to collate the
information that identifies students who are potentially at risk. The path one
follows at this point depends on the individual program or college. At West
Virginia University, when we receive reports of poor performance regarding
our honors students, we ask that they have interviews with either the dean or
an assistant. During those face-to-face interviews, we have the greatest prob-
ability of identifying the truly troubled student. Most students simply need
reference to our learning centers, in-hall tutors, or other support systems that
can help a student who is struggling with either life problems or academic
problems and needs help to turn poor grades around.
Although monitoring of student grades, attendance, financial difficulties,
and behaviors may add to the burden of a small, stressed honors administra-
tion, it might be one of the best services we can offer our students, and we
seem frequently to be in the best position to do it. Early identification of any
sort of problem is likely to lead to a successful outcome. If honors adminis-
trators do not institute programs that assess our students for potential prob-
lems, we are failing in one of our most important roles, that of caring for each
student as an individual. Tragic events such as the one at Virginia Tech as well
as student suicides that occur on many of our campuses—approximately
1,100 college students die by suicide each year (Wilcox et. al.)—make it
imperative that we as honors deans and directors be continually vigilant.
With the best will in the world no campus can be completely prepared for
events such as those that tragically struck Virginia Tech. We can, however,
learn from that experience and work together with others on our campuses,
including our general counsel offices, to ensure that no law hampers our abil-
ity to improve our support to students before they reach a crisis point.
Note: Ms. Cyphert is a licensed attorney.
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Honors Students:
An Analysis of an Integrative
Learning Experience
CELIA LÓPEZ-CHÁVEZ AND URSULA L. SHEPHERD
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
INTRODUCTION
Integrative learning has been identified as a primary goal for universitygraduates in the twenty-first century. The word “integrative” has been part
of higher education scholarship for at least the past ten years and increasing-
ly since the 2007 Report by the National Leadership Council for Liberal
Education and America’s Promise, a document that includes integrative
learning as one of the main objectives of higher education for the new centu-
ry. Honors programs and colleges offer excellent opportunities to accomplish
this objective along with an interdisciplinary and international perspective. In
this article, we present current scholarship on integrative learning in the con-
text of an innovative, international program that explicitly sought to address
this outcome and that had both experiential and international components. We
also discuss the qualitative assessment measures used in the program, which
generally indicated that students learned to connect skills and knowledge,
were able to make connections and reflect on them, and demonstrated ability
to address real-world problems.
In the spring of 2007, the University of New Mexico Honors Program
offered a new and highly experimental program to its students. The “From the
Rockies to the Andes” program comprised two linked courses (Biogeography
and Social Science) that compared arid zones on two continents. This pro-
gram explicitly aimed to address the four essential learning outcomes identi-
fied in 2002 by the Association of American Colleges and Universities
(AAC&U) that students must achieve to be prepared for the twenty-first cen-
tury: knowledge of human cultures and the physical and natural world; intel-
lectual and practical skills; personal and social responsibility; and integrative
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learning. The first and second objectives are the most universally accepted as
the responsibility of American universities and are most easily aligned with
the curricula of academic disciplines and professional programs. Some edu-
cators and community leaders may feel more contentious about the third
objective, believing it not to be within the province of education. We disagree
strongly and believe that all good teaching must at a minimum model all of
the first three objectives; however, they are not the focus of this article.
Here we focus on the fourth objective, which requires some explanation
and is the most difficult to achieve. Our experience in “From the Rockies to
the Andes” has led us to reexamine its meaning and implementation several
times. Carol Schneider defined integrative learning as “a shorthand term for
teaching a set of capacities (arts of connection, reflective judgment, and con-
sidered action) that enable students to put their knowledge to effective use”
(1). We would add to this definition the 2007 National Leadership Council’s
description of integrative learning as “achieving synthesis and advanced
accomplishment across general and specialized studies,” which is “demon-
strated through the application of knowledge, skills and responsibilities to
new settings and complex problems” (3).
The program we offered in 2007 and 2009 provides a special opportuni-
ty to examine efforts to achieve this fourth objective in a setting that went
beyond a single course but did not encompass an entire curriculum. UNM is
a large, public, metropolitan research university with more than 27,000 stu-
dents. The honors program has existed within this university for nearly fifty
years. It is an interdisciplinary program that allows students to engage in
courses and experiences beyond their disciplines and that is deeply commit-
ted to experiential learning and international experiences. The program also
has an unusual grading system (A, Credit, No Credit) that encourages stu-
dents to take classes outside their comfort zone.
THE PROGRAM
“From the Rockies to the Andes: A Comparative Study of Arid Zones in
Two Hemispheres” linked two courses with a common overall theme (i.e.,
geography influences both natural and human histories.) This program had
several unique characteristics that allowed us to work toward higher-order
connections and syntheses. These characteristics are described in Figure 1.
Because this program involved two linked courses it worked as an inten-
sive interdisciplinary experience for our students, and it fitted well into
UNM’s overall honors curriculum. Education experts have noted a strong
relationship between integrative learning and interdisciplinary studies. Welch
finds that synthesis and integration can not be achieved in the absence of an
interdisciplinary approach (171) while Schneider asserts that “advanced
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Figure 1: Characteristics of From the Rockies to the Andes Program
Theme based 
curriculum:
“Geography impacts 
both natural and
human histories”
International/Comparative
Two hemispheres,same
latitude, both arid regions
Interdisciplinary
Two linked seminars
team taught
Field study in
New Mexico
(USA)
Field study in 
Mendoza-San Juan
(Argentina)
Honors Faculty from
biology and social
science disciplines
Students from different
colleges and levels
Biogeography
geology, physical geography,
climate, biodiversity of 
both regions
Social Science
cultures and aridity, water
resources, water culture,
human impact in both regions
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interdisciplinary general education” (1–2) is crucial to promoting integrative
studies. Welch further counsels that several elements must be included in
order for interdisciplinary experience to be productive: a theme based cur-
riculum, team teaching that provides real expertise in each field, and instruc-
tion in the methods and tools of each type of investigation (182–89). “From
the Rockies to the Andes” incorporated all of these elements as outlined in
Figure 2.
The program emphasized another critical component identified in the
2007 NLC Report: development of a global perspective. NLC cites the
advantage to students of participating in international experiences that stress
learning about diverse cultures and worldviews. In addition, Richard M.
Freeland emphasizes the importance of various forms of experiential oppor-
tunities in liberal education. We achieved these objectives through the com-
parison of two arid regions, with fieldwork at several sites in New Mexico
during the semester and in western Argentina during spring break. In this
way, we provided both international and experiential components.
In summary, our program included the most important components iden-
tified by educational experts as necessary to achieve integrative learning,
making “From the Rockies to the Andes” an excellent model for examining
the success or failure of curricular efforts to achieve this goal. Did our stu-
dents achieve integrative learning and why or why not? We used the Huber
and Hutchings report to develop standards for evaluating student success; this
information was used to construct Table 1. We also assessed outcomes of
assignments and unsolicited comments from students following completion
of the classes and during exit interviews as students graduated. Finally, we
evaluated our own efforts at achieving “intentional teaching,” another crucial
element if students are to achieve integrative learning.
PEDAGOGICAL TOOLS AND 
ANALYSIS OF OUTCOMES
Measure 1 was “Did students develop the ability to connect skills and
knowledge from multiple sources and experiences, applying theory to prac-
tice in various settings?” We are able to answer with a resounding “Yes”
(Table 1). Through the use of worksheets at each field site and for each
course, students were trained to gather information from a variety of sources.
Students demonstrated the ability to make direct connections between theory
and practice or between knowledge and experience by answering questions
based on direct observations, analyzing readings, and, in some cases, partic-
ipating in hands-on activities such as museum visits, outdoor explorations,
and lab work).
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Figure 2: Welch’s Elements Applied in From the Rockies to the Andes Program
Interdisciplinary 
methods
Joint reading
assignments discussed
from each discipline’s
perspective
(see Appendix A)
Joint meetings of
classes with both
faculty members
present for all classes.
End of the day
connections between
the two disciplines
(see Appendix B)
Journal organized by
sections (Landscape,
Human, and
Connections), designed
for students to go back
and forth between the
two disciplines
Two syllabi created
with the purpose of
connecting both classes
with dates, topics, and
readings
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A highly successful tool for making connections was the required journal.
While Huber and Hutchings propose a portfolio, a journal served in similar
ways, acting as “a vehicle for students to document, connect, and reflect upon
their learning across courses” (8). Through the journal, students dealt with the
content of both courses and connected them. We asked students to create sec-
tions titled “Landscape” (for the biogeography course), “Human” (for the
social science course), and “Connections” (to integrate both). For each field
study and often in the classroom, students worked in the journal on answering
questions, making observations, or developing topics that each faculty pro-
vided for each course. Students went back and forth, titling each page with the
specific course for which they were writing. The goal was for students to
become comfortable with moving easily between the two disciplines. We also
encouraged students to make drawings and paste examples of species (e.g.,
plant specimens), pictures, even souvenirs from the different sites into their
journal, creating a scrapbook of the semester. We invited an artist to spend
several hours with the class to demonstrate how the students might incorpo-
rate art and design. Documenting and recording were ongoing, regular parts of
the program, and students became more and more comfortable with the habit
of making connections. Although they were often successful, they struggled to
make in-depth connections, not merely obvious or superficial ones.
The element of “intentional teaching” came into play because we had dif-
ficulties in making students aware of the types of connections we wanted, and
we did not spend enough time in assessing this issue systematically. By the
end of the semester, however, and based on the feedback we gave them when
we reviewed their journals, some students had significantly improved this
component of their learning. From unsolicited comments in exit interviews of
graduating seniors, we know that several students believed that they saw the
world differently after struggling to make connections throughout a whole
semester.
Measure 2 was “Did students participate as intentional learners in this
program?” Both Huber and Hutchings and the 2007 NLC Report identified
intentional learning as a key element in achieving the highest levels of inte-
grative learning. Huber and Hutchings stated that intentional learners
“approach learning with high levels of self-awareness, understanding their
own processes and goals as learners and making choices that promote con-
nections and depth of understanding. . . . They are, if you will, on the road to
lifelong learning” (6). In a nutshell, intentional learning entails “cognitive
processes that have learning as a goal rather than an incidental outcome”
(Bereiter and Scardamalia, 363). Several theorists have identified the art of
reflection as an important skill linked to becoming intentional learners (e.g.,
Dewey; Schon; Kolb; Colby et al.).
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At the outset we intended the journal to be a vehicle for students to
reflect. However, we did not explicitly design a portion of the journal for this
activity. As a result, ongoing reflection occurred less often than we had
hoped. In future classes, we will increase explicit efforts to engage students
in active reflection about their learning during the semester.
Reflection did, however, take place at the end of the semester when we
had several class discussions and an in-class essay in which students were
asked to write about such topics as climate change and international relations
(Appendix C). Also, students from the 2007 program spontaneously reported
during graduation exit interviews that in this program they had developed an
awareness of the importance of reflection and of the connection between
thought and action. Several reported that this program was pivotal to their
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Table 1. Effectiveness of Various Tools We Created for From the Rockies to the
Andes to Achieve the Elements of Integrative Learning
Elements
1. Documenting
and connecting
skills and
knowledge
2. Intentional
learning
3. Addresing real
world problems
4. Intentional
teaching
Modeling
Assessing
Teaching/Learning Tools
– Worksheets:
Questions based on observations, reading
analysis, hands on activities
– Journal:
Documenting in landscape/human
sections, and discussing and writing about
relations between topics and disciplines.
– Journal:
Reflecting
Final essays and end of semester class
discussions
– In-class essay
– Class discussions
– Questions for journal
(topics: climate change, aridity, water
resources, biodiversity issues, socio-
economics)
– In-class dialogue between faculty
– Mentoring for research
– Specifying kinds of connections
– Systematic reflection on challenges
Results
Yes
Yes
Inconsistent
Yes
Yes, varying 
success
Yes
Inconsistent
Inconsistent
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eventual understanding of specific personal issues about their lives and pro-
fessional goals. One student, a math and education major, noted that “as a
result, I learned how to truly synthesize different subjects together—taking
two entirely separate entities of knowledge and combining them to analyze
their effects on one another and search for commonalities.” Another student,
a political science major, commented that the “‘From the Rockies to the
Andes’ was simply the most innovative course at UNM and was important
because of the tie-in it forced between hard and soft sciences.”
For Measure 3 we asked, “Did students have opportunities to, and suc-
ceed in, addressing real word problems?” The answer was “yes” to some
degree. A comparative study of arid regions with field experience in two
hemispheres guaranteed a global perspective, and the focus on aridity and
water made it possible to connect class topics to other parts of the planet. We
often discussed real world issues in class discussions, and sometimes students
wrote about them in the “connections section” of their journals.
In the final in-class essays, students discussed current issues such as cli-
mate change in the context of knowledge gained in class (Appendix C). Some
did a better job than others, but students struggled with this exercise. We
believe we should have required this type of thought more often throughout
the semester either in take-home essays involving research or writing exer-
cises based on the program’s readings. On the other hand, we strongly believe
that one of the benefits of using study abroad for integrative learning is that
“addressing real world problems” occurs naturally. The international aspect
of our program definitely helped students see their own region from a differ-
ent a perspective.
Our experience in teaching this program taught us that intentional teach-
ing is essential if students are to achieve integrative learning. Following
Huber and Hutchings’ definition, “intentional teaching” occurs when faculty
model “the thoughtful approach to learning that they want their students to
develop”; this requires “systematic reflection on and inquiry into the specif-
ic challenges and dilemmas faculty face in the classroom,” requiring that they
bring the habits, skills, and values of scholarship to their work as teachers (9).
We practiced intentional teaching as we modeled professional discourse
through in-class dialogue between the two of us; through mentoring for
research skills; and through long-time experience in an interdisciplinary envi-
ronment. We noticed that students very much valued the opportunity to wit-
ness dialogues between scholars that enriched the interdisciplinary experi-
ence. The more difficult components of intentional teaching included training
students to identify the types and depths of connections to make.
Intentional teaching also includes assessment. Our efforts were hampered
by the limited time we spent during the semester in reflection about assessing
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student learning, which resulted in part from the heavy logistical requirements
of such a program. However, both beforehand, as we designed the program,
and afterwards, as we reflected on it, we spent a great deal of time on qualita-
tive assessment.
We did not succeed completely in intentional teaching because integra-
tive education, which implies a continuous learning process for both students
and faculty, has so many other challenges in any semester. In our program,
for instance, many factors related to students’ backgrounds and educational
levels played roles in how they were able to make connections; because we
accepted second-semester freshmen through senior-level students, members
of the class differed greatly in sophistication, interdisciplinary experience,
and maturity levels.
We believe that, although we did not fully accomplish every goal, we
came a long way toward developing the skills of intentional teaching. We rec-
ognize that education is a two-way-experience: for successful integrative
education, “intentional learning” and “intentional teaching” must occur
simultaneously.
CONCLUSION
Overall, we believe that students succeeded in achieving integrative
learning, which is a continuous process with many factors in play. Our pro-
gram achieved many of the goals of integrative education, but we argue that
it remains difficult to get to the “perfect integrative experience” in practice.
Greater success may be achieved by focusing on a few key areas: first, incor-
porate explicit “reflections on learning” exercises; second, be clear about the
types of connections students should make; third, allow better feedback by
not making too many assignments; and fourth, maintain a strong awareness
of being intentional teachers. With these four components in place, our efforts
should continue to bring even greater success. At the same time, we are proud
of what our students have achieved, and one important lesson that senior exit
interviews taught us about assessing the impacts of our teaching is that often
both we and our students recognize the fruits of our learning only long after
a class is finished.
Over the next decade and beyond, our students and our nation face great
challenges both economically and culturally as we participate in a new glob-
al community. The AAC&U has described the change that is in process as a
movement from the American Century to what they describe as the Global
Century. The learning outcomes outlined by the AAC&U will be imperative
to the success of our citizens as they deal with this shift. We in the honors
community have a long history of working both intuitively and explicitly
toward all of these goals, and we are in many ways better positioned than
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other parts of the academy to provide this education to our students. Courses,
programs, and whole curricula that aim to address these goals will play a key
role in the future success of our students.
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APPENDIX A
Joint Reading Assignments
Reading for both seminars: selection from Voyage of the Beagle by Charles
Darwin
The subsequent assignment required students to look at the reading from
more than one perspective.
Prior to class meeting:
– Biogeography: Each student was required to provide a species
description and life history traits for an animal or plant species men-
tioned in Darwin’s work.
– Social Science: Each student had to write a short essay about Darwin’s
perceptions of nineteenth-century Argentinean society, culture, and
politics.
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APPENDIX B
End of the Day Connections
Reading for both seminars: Seeing Things Whole. The Essential John Wesley
Powell, edited by William de Buys.
Prior to class meeting: students were required to read with special attention
to certain topics for the Biogeography seminar and other topics for the Social
Science seminar.
In-class “Connections” assignment: Students worked in small groups con-
necting Powell’s ideas with specific current-day conservation issues and
write their conclusions in their journal.
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APPENDIX C
Final In-class Essays
This assignment required students to address real world issues using knowl-
edge and skills learned throughout the semester and going beyond those top-
ics that had been discussed.
– Social Science seminar:
On April 29, 2009 President Obama concluded a summit of the hemi-
sphere’s leaders (Summit of the Americas) with a speech in which he
offered a new agenda for Latin America that is broader than under the
Bush and Clinton administrations, which were more focused on trade
and counter-narcotics programs. You have been thinking about simi-
larities and differences of two regions and two countries, one in the
Northern and one in the Southern Hemisphere. You have learned some
concepts and tools to be able to observe, to compare, and to come up
to some conclusions regarding geographical and human aspects of
both regions and countries. The current global crisis and the “new
agenda” towards Latin America by Obama’s administration indicate
that we are living important times. What new skills and understanding
did you gain through these classes that you can use in your profes-
sional life and/or as a world citizen committed to create a more equal
world? What knowledge did you gain that can help you to understand
and/or propose solutions to make the U.S.-Latin America (and
Argentina) relations come to the point of “equal partners” (using
President Obama’s words)?
– Biogeography seminar:
In February 2007 the IPCC released its report on the subject of climate
change and global warming. This is not a topic we covered in either
course, however, you have now been thinking about arid lands in both
the Northern and Southern hemispheres. Will there be special prob-
lems for the earth’s arid regions or will they escape the worst of the
problems due to their geography and cultures? After considering this
global issue, think more locally. How might Mendoza and
Albuquerque in particular experience the impacts of rising tempera-
tures, water issues, etc. looming in the face of predicted climate
change? Finally, as an informed citizen who will be required to par-
ticipate in the dialogue, what issues, concepts, and concerns do we
need to consider to understand and alleviate this problem.
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SALISBURY UNIVERSITY
COUNTING INVISIBLE PROGRAMS
Honors education, as we know, is a curious phenomenon, particularlyfrom the perspective of those interested in institutional research. It is not
a discipline per se, and so it is not given a “Classification of Instructional
Programs” (CIP) code by the National Center for Education Statistics.
Accordingly, the federal Integrated Postsecondary Educational Data System
(IPEDS) does not include any information on honors. Honors is part of the
Common Data Set (part E.1 “Common Data Set,” 2009) overseen by the
College Board and an assembly of national post-secondary-education organi-
zations. That instrument lets colleges state whether they have an honors pro-
gram along with other options such as study abroad and internships.
However, the Common Data Set is not gathered into a publicly available data-
base, and so it is not much use for institutional comparisons.
The available lists of honors programs are, therefore, limited.
Researchers can turn to the list of National Collegiate Honors Council or
institutional members of regional NCHC-affiliated organizations.
Alternatively, they can use the list of honors programs and colleges in the
most recent edition of Peterson’s Guide to Honors Programs and Colleges
(2005), which lists almost six hundred programs, giving details about them
and their place within their institution. Not surprisingly, Peterson’s Guide has
been a primary basis for studies of honors programs in America (see, for
instance, Long). All of these sources, though, are limited by the fact that par-
ticipation in honors organizations (and Peterson’s Guide) is voluntary. While
many excellent universities are active in NCHC, many are not. In the absence
of any other source of information, we cannot know for sure what proportion
of honors programs have an affiliation with a national or regional honors
organization.
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As a faculty member originally from Canada, where honors programs are
generally limited to departments, I have long been interested in discovering
which institutions near mine have college-wide honors programs. Sometimes
my curiosity is spurred by some internal institutional request for a compara-
tive report, when, like many honors directors, I need to mine information
about institutional peers and their honors programs from websites and direct
surveys. In the absence of a more systematic survey of honors, I know I am
neglecting uncounted and thus invisible programs. Given this lack of infor-
mation about honors from comparative institutional studies, individual hon-
ors programs may well suffer in times of economic privation. This study is an
attempt to count that which has been previously invisible and, perhaps, to
begin a national inventory of honors programs.
WHY BOTHER?
Recently, attending a faculty development day on instructional productiv-
ity, I asked the presenter how honors might be counted. Since honors lacks a
CIP code and its faculty members are housed in other departments, I was told
it would not be counted. Honors instruction would be attributed to the depart-
ment of the professor teaching the class. So, for the National Study of
Instructional Costs and Productivity, a major comparative initiative sponsored
by the University of Delaware, honors education is invisible (“National
Study”). Similarly, honors is typically given short shrift by major regional
accrediting bodies. Going unnoticed can be a pleasure, particularly when being
noticed means being asked for data and reports, but, whatever immediate
advantages invisibility offers, the long term-disadvantages are obvious. Studies
that generate data about particular funding needs determine where the money
will go, and so honors is likely to lose out financially if it remains invisible.
Having ample information about honors programs can better contextual-
ize requests for funding or support. Having a wide comparative survey of
other programs lends weight and statistical significance to a claim about
underfunding or to an argument for retaining a program that otherwise might
be imperiled. In 2002, for instance, Long claimed that 41% of public four-
year programs have honors programs, basing her studies on information from
the 1997 Peterson’s Guide. As a point of historical comparison, a South
Carolina survey in 1967 suggested that the percentage was 63% (Neidich).
Surely honors programs at public institutions have not declined in number
since 1967; instead, methodological differences explain the discrepancy
between the 2002 and the 1967 studies. Given the lack of information, we do
not know how many public four-year institutions typically offer an honors
program, but such knowledge can be crucial to an honors administrator’s per-
spective on how honors works at his or her own school.
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Beyond the self-serving uses of honors information, we can see that it
might also help us learn how many honors programs are affiliated with hon-
ors organizations such as NCHC as well as giving us a benchmark to consid-
er how honors waxes or wanes with the years. The purpose of this study is to
take an initial step toward some of these particular ends by proposing a
method to generate a database of honors programs that might extend beyond
the limits of this study. This database could then be used as the basis for more
extensive and authoritative surveys of the state of honors education in the
United States.
METHOD AND DEFINITIONS
Answers to the question of what defines honors education have con-
sumed considerable ink, culminating in sets of “Basic Characteristics” for
honors programs and for colleges. However, these defining documents are
intentionally broad; not all programs have all the basic characteristics, and
some may exist that have very few of them. Practical definitions have been
devised to help students navigate their way into honors education (Digby,
9–10) and to distinguish between honors programs and honors colleges
(Sederberg; Achtenberg). Such definitions usually take the form of explorato-
ry essays and are difficult to boil down into a list of essential characteristics.
The authors of the Common Data Set used by institutional research offi-
cers are less bothered by the nuances of definition. They describe an honors
program as “Any special program for very able students offering the oppor-
tunity for educational enrichment, independent study, acceleration, or some
combination of these” (“Common Data Set, 2009–2010”). The simplicity of
the definition sacrifices precision, but it does seem to be clear. On closer
inspection, however, one can see how different institutional research officers,
assembling a large mass of data, might define honors differently. Does a uni-
versity, for instance, that allows students with a high GPA to take a larger
number of summer courses in the interest of accelerated learning count as an
honors program? Does a university that offers some departmental honors
options have an honors program? Most people with practical knowledge of
honors would not think so, but, given the breadth of the definition, an IR offi-
cer might. The vagueness of any brief definition impedes progress toward a
list of essential ingredients for honors.
Instead of dragging in Wittgenstein and the history of taxonomy, I have
chosen simply to move away from the essentialist and toward the nominalist
pole of defining honors. In order to have an operational definition, I have
defined an honors program as any program so-named online and providing
information to off-campus website visitors. The only qualification to this def-
inition is that an “honors” program or college must at least have a unifying
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early experience for students with different majors. While many honors pro-
grams offer in addition several departmental options, for the purposes of this
survey the presence of individual departmental honors offerings on their own
does not qualify an institution as having an honors program. I searched for a
school’s single central honors website rather than various departmental hon-
ors pages.
To find honors programs, then, I visited and searched institutional web-
sites drawn from Carnegie Classification listings. I chose to focus on four-
year institutions located in New England and the Middle Atlantic states
(Connecticut, District of Columbia, Delaware, Maryland, Maine, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
Vermont). I chose this region because it is the one I am most familiar with,
having been active in the Northeast Regional Honors Council, and because it
seemed likely to offer a wide range of four-year schools. I selected all class-
es of doctoral and research universities, all master’s universities, and all bac-
calaureate institutions with the following exceptions: I did not include spe-
cial-focus colleges (such as seminaries and medical colleges) since most of
these do not serve a mainly undergraduate population; and I removed from
the list one or two colleges that either had closed since the information was
collected by the Carnegie Foundation in 2005 or that offered only graduate
instruction. In the end I came up with a survey population of 421 four-year
institutions. I did not add community colleges (or other colleges that primar-
ily award associate’s degrees) to this study because I had already come up
with a substantial number of institutions to examine. However, I hope, per-
haps with the collaboration of community college honors directors, to exam-
ine honors at two-year institutions in the future.
This survey involved a lot of web-browsing, which was undertaken from
February 2009 to February 2010. Generally each search would begin by
browsing links and sublinks from Academic and Prospective Student pages,
where honors program web pages usually reside. Sometimes I had to do in-
site searches to find information about honors programs tucked away in
online catalog pdf files. The search terms and limited phrases I used includ-
ed “honors,” “honors program,” “scholars program,” and “fellows program.”
If these methods did not provide evidence of an honors program, I assumed
that the institution did not have one. This method is not immune to error, but
I believe it provides an acceptably accurate way of finding out where honors
programs exist; it is also clear and simple enough that different researchers
can join the effort and complete a national survey rather easily.
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RESULTS
What follows is a digest of my survey of what four-year institutions in
the Northeast states have honors programs and colleges. In each of the fol-
lowing tables the number of institutions in a particular category is given, fol-
lowed (in parentheses) by the percentage value of that number as a whole of
the category in a given row. Rows indicate various institutional categories
(such as basic classification, size, selectivity etc.). Columns indicate whether
or not institutions have an honors program (Tables 1–6), NCHC membership
(Table 7), and honors college status (Table 8). After each table below, I pro-
vide a brief discussion of that set of results.
Most four-year post-secondary institutions in the Northeast have an hon-
ors program, but there are regional variations, as we see below.
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With Hons No Hons Total
All four-year schools in NE 288 (68.4%) 133 (31.6%) 421
Table 1: Honors in the NE
With Hons No Hons Total
Connecticut 15 (75%) 5 (25%) 20
Washington, DC 6 (54.6%) 5 (45.4%) 11
Delaware 3 (60%) 2 (40%) 5
Massachusetts 39 (68.4%) 18 (31.6%) 57
Maryland 17 (68%) 8 (32%) 25
Maine 6 (37.5%) 10 (62.5%) 16
New Hampshire 9 (60%) 6 (40%) 15
New Jersey 24 (85.7%) 4 (14.3%) 28
New York 77 (68.8%) 35 (31.2%) 112
Pennsylvania 82 (75.2%) 27 (24.8%) 109
Rhode Island 7 (87.5%) 1 (12.5%) 8
Vermont 3 (20%) 12 (80%) 15
[421]
Table 2: Honors by State
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States where the proportion of honors programs is significantly below the
regional average, such as Maine and Vermont, generally have a high propor-
tion of small or very small liberal arts colleges. The breakdown above is
intended to help us better understand the marketplace for honors in a partic-
ular state.
Honors is most common in public four-year institutions, and, while sig-
nificantly less common in private not-for-profit institutions, it is still well-
represented there. Public universities have long been home to honors pro-
grams as they attempt to attract strong students who might otherwise attend
prestigious private institutions. Since private colleges tend to include a
higher proportion of smaller institutions, it is perhaps not surprising to see
fewer honors programs among them.
The trend of greater representation of honors in public than in private
institutions is similar to one noted by Long, who reported honors programs in
37.5% of public and 7.8% of private institutions in New England, and in 36%
of public and 17.5 % of private institutions in the Middle Atlantic States. Her
numbers are considerably lower than those presented here because she
depended on the 1997 Peterson’s Guide to Honors Programs, so she was
drawing information from a self-selected population of NCHC member pro-
grams that sent information about themselves to the guide. Naturally, that
population would be considerably smaller than the one studied here.
In a time of austerity, the existence of honors at a large majority of pub-
lic institutions in the Northeast might argue for their continued presence and
enhancement in any particular public institution. As we might expect from
anecdotal evidence, honors is not part of the structure of for-profit colleges
and universities in the Northeast.
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With Hons No Hons Total
All public 4-year 108 (81.8%) 24 (18.2%) 132
All private NFP 4-year 180 (63.4%) 104 (36.6%) 284
All private for-profit 4-year 0 (0 %) 5 (100%) 5
Table 3: Honors by School Type
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The Carnegie Basic classifications are due for a revision this year, so
these data are likely already out of date, but they illustrate the prevalence of
honors at a variety of different kinds of institution. The definitions of these
categories are available on the Carnegie Foundation’s website. Master’s insti-
tutions boast the greatest proportion of honors programs (from 75.9 to 85.8%)
although this proportion is matched by doctoral research and doctoral high-
research institutions. Where the prestige of the institution attracts high-
achieving students on its own (as is likely the case in some baccalaureate and
some doctoral very-high-research institutions), we see the percentage of hon-
ors programs dropping off somewhat. However, in both of these categories,
we still see 44.8% of institutions offering an honors program.
The Carnegie Foundation classifies very small institutions as having
fewer than 1,000 students, small institutions as having 1000–2,999, medium
institutions as having 3,000–9,999, and large institutions as having more than
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With Hons No Hons Total
Master’s L 97 (85.8%) 16 (14.2%) 113
Master’s M 39 (83.0%) 8 (17.0%) 47
Master’s S 22 (75.9%) 7 (24.1%) 29
Bacc Arts & Sci 43 (44.8%) 53 (55.2%) 96
Bacc Diverse fields 39 (60%) 26 (40%) 65
Doctoral Rsch 15 (78.9%) 4 (21.1%) 19
Doctoral High Rsch 20 (87.0%) 3 (13.0%) 23
Doctoral Very High Rsch 13 (44.8%) 16 (55.2%) 29
[All doctoral institutions 48 (67.6%) 23 (32.4%) 71]
Table 4: Honors by Carnegie Basic Classification
With Hons No Hons Total
Very Small 27 (44.3%) 34 (55.7%) 61
Small 114 (65.5%) 60 (34.5%) 174
Medium 113 (80.1%) 28 (19.9%) 141
Large 34 (75.6%) 11 (24.4%) 45
Table 5: Honors by Institution Size
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10,000 (“Carnegie Classification”). Smaller institutions are less likely to
offer an honors program than larger ones, probably because of limits on insti-
tutional resources as well as the difficulty of creating a small honors com-
munity within an already small student body. A slightly larger proportion of
medium institutions than large ones boast an honors program although this
difference may not be significant. Some of the larger doctoral very-high-
research institutions encourage their students to participate in departmental
honors and do not have a centralized honors program, which may be a man-
ifestation of a wider division between general-education-based honors pro-
grams and department-based, research-driven honors.
The Carnegie classification of selectivity is painted with a broad brush.
Inclusive institutions either do not provide first-year test score data or those
data indicate that they have a fairly open admissions policy. Selective institu-
tions’ first-year-student test scores place them in “roughly the middle two-
fifths of baccalaureate institutions.” More selective schools have scores that
place them in “roughly the top fifth of baccalaureate institutions” (“Carnegie
Classification”). This broad definition groups schools such as Harvard and
Princeton with schools such as my own, a regional public master’s universi-
ty. Allowing for the roughness of the measure, however, we can see that
inclusive and selective schools most often host honors programs, probably
because they need honors to attract and retain the best students. That said, this
measure is so broad that it likely overlooks distinctions within the categories
that may be interesting. Perhaps a future study might consider adding more
fine-grained admissions data from IPEDS in order to study the correlation
between honors and selectivity.
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With Hons No Hons Total
Not available 10 (32.3%) 21 (67.7%) 31
Inclusive 52 (71.2%) 21 (28.8%) 73
Selective 149 (83.7%) 29 (16.3%) 178
More Selective 77 (55.4%) 62 (44.6%) 139
Table 6: Honors by Selectivity
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The proportion of institutions hosting honors programs that are mem-
bers of the National Collegiate Honors Council is significant because it
bears on the perennial debates that take place about honors accreditation
and best practices. These discussions will not likely affect institutions that
are not members of NCHC. The table above categorizes institutional honors
programs by NCHC membership. As it turns out, according to the latest list
from NCHC, most four-year schools with honors programs in the Northeast
are members. While there is room for more NCHC representation in all
basic classification categories, baccalaureate institutions are relatively
under-represented, perhaps because of an unwillingness or inability on the
part of smaller institutions to pay NCHC dues or to fund student travel to
NCHC conferences.
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In NCHC Not in NCHC Total
All Honors (n=288) 172 (59.7%) 116 (40.3%) 288
Master’s L 73 (75.3%) 24 (24.7%) 97
Master’s M 25 (64.1%) 14 (35.9%) 39
Master’s S 13 (59.1%) 9 (40.9%) 22
Bacc Arts & Sci 12 (27.9%) 31 (72.1%) 43
Bacc Diverse fields 16 (41.0%) 23 (59.0%) 39
Doctoral Rsch 11 (57.9%) 4 (21.1%) 19
Doctoral High Rsch 14 (70.0%) 6 (30.0%) 20
Doctoral Very High Rsch 8 (61.5%) 5 (38.5%) 13
[All doctoral institutions 33 (68.8%) 15 (31.3%) 48]
Table 7: Honors Program Membership in NCHC by Carnegie Basic Classification
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Finally, Table 8 presents us with the number of honors units that are des-
ignated as honors colleges rather than honors programs. The rise of honors
colleges has been the subject of increasing research. Peter Sederberg provid-
ed an initial, selective survey at the national level in the NCHC monograph
he edited in 2008, titled The Honors College Phenomenon. The data present-
ed above include all four-year honors colleges in the Northeast region and can
help us understand where honors colleges tend to reside in the educational
market and, over time, to quantify and analyze any changes in their
popularity.
DISCUSSION
This study is a simple first step in assembling a body of data on honors
in the Northeast. The results presented here are broadly descriptive rather
than analytical, bringing together my survey of honors with data from the
basic Carnegie classifications. My speculations about institutional funding
for honors and the place of honors in the educational marketplace do not yet
rise from the realm of anecdote to that of hypothesis, but further analysis
might allow for this sort of investigation.
Surveys of this sort can be used and misused for a variety of reasons in
the era of data-driven strategic planning. We might limit our studies to exem-
plary institutions in order to hold up the results as a kind of high standard to
which all honors programs or colleges should aspire. We might also careful-
ly choose institutional peers who do worse than we do in some aspects of
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Honors Other
Colleges Programs Total
Total Hons. College Designated 32 (11.1%) 256 (88.9%) 288
Master’s L 10 (10.3%) 87 (89.7%) 97
Master’s M 2 (5.1%) 37 (94.9%) 39
Master’s S 0 (0%) 22 (100%) 22
Bacc Arts & Sci 2 (4.7%) 41 (95.3%) 43
Bacc Diverse fields 0 (0%) 39 (100%) 39
Doctoral Rsch 5 (33.3%) 10 (66.7%) 15
Doctoral High Rsch 6 (30%) 14 (70%) 20
Doctoral Very High Rsch 7 (53.8%) 6 (46.2%) 13
Table 8: Honors College Designation by Carnegie Basic Classification
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honors program assessment in order to show our provosts that our programs
are superior. The purpose of this survey, by contrast, is to get an overall
understanding of honors as it is, not as it is occasionally idealized or deni-
grated; I present it as a historian interested in a little-studied aspect of
American higher education and as an honors director seeking to understand
just how my program fits into the wider scheme of honors education.
This study can be expanded, with assistance, to survey all four-year insti-
tutions in the United States and might be the inspiration for a regional or
national survey of honors at two-year institutions. I would be happy to work
with other honors faculty and students interested in contributing to such pro-
jects. Assuming that the Internet does not change drastically in the next
decade (perhaps the riskiest assumption made in this paper), I suggest that
such a survey be repeated to document changes in honors programs over
time. Another way of expanding this survey might be to add data from other
sources (such as IPEDS) and to apply various statistical analyses to try to
tease out the factors that might predict the likelihood of a given institution
having an honors program; this was done by Long although, as mentioned
above, she was working from a limited sample. Finally, and most ambitious-
ly, the data gathered here might result in a list of honors deans and directors’
e-mail addresses, which could be used to send out a well-designed question-
naire in order to better understand the size, funding, support, and other fea-
tures of honors programs. Presuming a good participation rate, such a survey
could provide much better information about honors than has been available
previously. I would be happy to work with others if any reader should think
these proposals an interesting research opportunity.
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